Academic Insights
This Academic Insights publication contains various experiences shared by educators who have been
using Vretta’s hybrid resources to teach mathematics.
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The online lessons
and labs are tools
for the modern
world and have
great appeal for our
students.

Sidonie Bell

School of Accounting and Financial Services

V

retta’s Mathematics of Business and
Finance blended resource has been the
standout learning tool for our students.

The online lessons and labs are tools
for the modern world. They have great appeal for our
students. We have found that students’ participation
in the course increased significantly since we began
using these resources. As a result, more students
than ever have been completing their homework
assignments.

The exciting approach to teaching mathematics in
the online lessons, which are animated and highly
interactive, makes studying seem less like work, and
more like a fun learning activity. Students have not
only been completing their lessons, but reviewing
them several times before their tests. The results
speak for themselves. This increased participation
was reflected in the students’ performance in tests,
mid-term exams and the final exam. A great feature
of the textbook is the way it explains the use of the
calculator to solve problems. It presents step-bystep instructions to solve all of the problems where
the use of the financial calculator is relevant. Great
value-add!

Joshua Fuller

If you want
headache-free
delivery of course
content, Vretta is
the way to go.

School of Engineering
Technology and Trades

T

eaching mathematics
by distance is a challenge, but it’s what we
at Northern College
excel at. Students connect to us to
receive live, interactive lectures that
are beamed to sites across Northern
Ontario using Centra, a web-based
lecture platform. My students come
from a variety of places including
Hearst, Attawapiskat, Cochrane,
Smooth Rock Falls, Kirkland Lake,
or even Southern Ontario locations
like Stratford and St. Thomas. Delivering a lecture simultaneously
to these sites is great, but there’s

much more that’s required for a
successful course. Students need
to complete their assignments. The
more assignments they do, the
better they get. The old ‘snail-mail’
paper-based routine doesn’t work,
especially when you’re teaching to
remote locations.

often tests) is through using online
software. I’ve tried several textbook
and software packages over
the past five years that I’ve been
teaching this course, and I’ve never
been entirely satisfied with them.
This is the first year I’ve tried Vretta,
and it’s by far the most user-friendly.

Even if I wasn’t delivering by
distance, class sizes of 50 students
or more make it a daunting task to
provide students with the quality
and quantity of feedback they need.
The only effective model I’ve found
for handling assignments (and

There are two significant advantages
to using Vretta’s resources, and it’s
hard for me to decide which one is
the most useful, so I’ll give you both.
1. The most obvious advantage
is the user interface. It’s clean,

simple to use, and engaging. I think
from the student’s perspective, it
is the biggest advantage.
2. From the instructor’s perspective,
the speed of the response when I
report a problem is what makes the
difference. I can’t report a rounding
error to a software publisher and
wait two weeks (or even two days)
for the problem to be fixed. I’ve
found that with Vretta, there are
very few problems like these. If I do
have a problem, I get same-day, and
often same-hour response times.
Students can be tough customers to

please, but this year, I haven’t had any
students complaining about Vretta.
That may sound like small praise,
but it’s actually unprecedented for
me to go through a semester without
having constant complaints about
software glitches. When students
see their grades corrected that
quickly, they’re happy-and so am I.
Many students don’t like math, and
I haven’t made it my mission in life to
convert them. For me, the important
thing is that I know that when they
graduate, they have pounded through
enough problems to be competent.

To be honest, some of them probably
don’t like the resources, because
they’ve been conditioned to panic
any time they see numbers. That’s a
result of their prior exposure to math
as they’ve gone through the primary
and secondary school systems,
and it’s not Vretta’s fault. But since
feedback is effortless, students
can hone their skills to perfection.
The traditional curriculum delivery
models don’t allow for the same
opportunity, in my experience. If
you want headache-free delivery
of course content, Vretta is the
way to go.

Gaspare Bonomo
McKeil School of Business

The ability to customize
Vretta’s resource
gives educators the
opportunity to adapt
their teaching style.

I

have been teaching math of finance in the college
system for more than 25 years. I have been
the course lead for the business math courses
(MA101 and MA10037) at Mohawk College for
the past three years, since moving to the Business
Department. During this time, I have been using Vretta’s
textbook and online resource for these courses. In the
past, I also used resources from McGraw Hill (Jerome
and Zima/Brown) and Pearson (Hummelbrunner).
My students like Vretta’s resource because of the
online capabilities for homework assignments.
The textbooks colourful illustrations and layout
makes the subject matter less intimidating for the
students.

Vretta’s online resources are very flexible. I have
customized the content to suit the learning objectives of
our courses. Vretta has been very flexible in modifying
the resource to conform to our teaching style. The
interface of the online resource is intuitive, which has
ensured that our students are able to register and utilize
the resources effectively. The ability to customize the
resource, gives educators the opportunity to adapt their
teaching style. Vretta’ has always provided excellent
support. They are also available for our students on
the weekends, which is when our students tend to
complete their weekly online homework.
I wish the Vretta team continued success in building
products that help students succeed in mathematics.

Gerard Sinnott
School of Business

I

have to say that things are running quite
well using Vretta's resources at our
college.

Having
students
complete
the lessons has accelerated our class
room presentations and has made our
in-class sessions more engaging. I dedicate
the last hour to written group work, which
is also graded. It really seems to help the
students grasp concepts well.
The support from Vretta’s Help desk is
FANTASTIC!! Thank you.

Support from Vretta’s
Helpdesk is FANTASTIC!!
Thank You.

Vretta’s unique passion for building the
Mathematics of Business and Finance
resources and commitment to “getting it right”
have made them stand apart.

Dianne Krasuski
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences

I

have been a member of the Humber
College faculty for over three decades.
Humber has been using Vretta’s
Mathematics of Business and Finance
resources for our Essentials of Business Math
and Math of Finance courses since the Fall of
2014.

Mathematics of Business and Finance resources
and commitment to “getting it right” have made
them stand apart. Their team has carefully
considered feedback from my colleagues and
me and have made sure that the most accurate,
relevant and precise content is presented to
students.

The most important aspect of any resource
that I use in the classroom is its accuracy
and precision when presenting the subject
matter. Vretta’s unique passion for building the

The relevance of the content for each chapter
is tightly aligned with what students need to
succeed upon graduation, and the resources
provide professors and students with a

meaningful reference for teaching and studying.
The clarity in the presentation of concepts is
excellent and I am happy that Vretta shares my
drive for perfection.
Vretta’s online resources are distinctive in
supporting students outside the traditional
methods of utilizing the textbook and in-class
lectures. Vretta has ensured that students can
easily find all of the resources through its learning
management system. In the time we have been
utilizing the resources, both professors and
students have found them to be meaningful and
I believe that they have had a positive impact on
student success. Vretta’s resources have been
developed by listening to professors’ feedback
and ensuring that the material stays current and
valuable for students.
Finally, the support I receive from Vretta’s
Help Desk is great. Anytime a question arises
from either me or my students, the Help Desk

provides a prompt response. As a professor,
I feel supported and am never on my own to
figure out the problems that students inevitably
present. Vretta helpfully shares the responsibility
of ensuring that students feel supported
throughout the semester.
Vretta has provided an excellent resource.
Successful students are well-prepared to take on
future courses and pursue careers in business.
They have the ability to solve problems in
business and finance.

Vretta’s support
is absolutely
fantastic!

I

have been using Vretta’s business math and
finance math resources since 2011.

The textbook is well-written and the eTextbook
is user friendly and is easily accessible by
students and teachers. The PowerPoint presentations are a
great resource that I have customized to my lesson style and
plans. The online teaching and testing resources provide my
students with good amount of practice.
I would also like to state that Vretta’s support is absolutely
fantastic!

Margaret Dancy

Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

More practice via
Vretta’s interactive
lessons and labs
resulted in more
student success!
Don Vanderklok

T

he Mathematics of Business and
Finance resource from Vretta is very
thorough. The online resources,
specifically, add A LOT to our
students’ learning process. The online lessons and
labs provide our students with ample practice to
prepare for the course.

Any challenges that we faced as instructors in delivering
the course were quickly turned to positives because of
the prompt response from Vretta’s support team. My
experience with Vretta’s support team was fantastic!
The resources did a great job of supporting students,
and more practice through the Vretta’s interactive lessons
and labs resulted in more student success in the courses
in which we utilized these resources!

We are having a very positive
experience with our new Business
Math Course delivered with
Vretta’s resources. The students are
enjoying the learning experience.

T

hey were impressed with the lab work. There
was no steep learning curve when they went
online. The labs were very similar in content
and wording to the lessons taught in class.
The students liked the opportunity to be able to try a
lab more than once and learned from the feedback they
received. Being able to try a lab multiple times is a type of
“drill for skill”.
If the student is successful after a few attempts, then they
have “mastered’ that topic and their mark is representative
of their current ability.

Weaker students enjoyed and benefited from the extra
practice in the online lessons. If a student missed a
class, it was easy for them to go online and view the
lessons.
It was easy to modify the labs to obtain a test that
covered the topics being studied. The support staff are
quick to help and are very accommodating. I wish that
Vretta would now develop programs for my other math
courses.

Terry Brown
School of Business

Vretta’s resources
provide a flexible and
safe learning space for
students to practice
mathematics.

Sarah Fillier

School of Business

I

believe that creating a successful learning
experience means meeting each learner at
their individual skill level. My greatest challenge in facilitating Business Math is the diversity in math skills.
Vretta’s online math resources provide a flexible
and safe learning space for students to practice
concepts that they are learning in the classroom.
I can survey the online math quizzes, see which
questions are challenging and use that information
to prepare classroom lectures.
The Vretta staff are also patient in setting up an
online environment that is unique to my needs and
are always available to respond to my questions
and course alterations.
Overall, I have really enjoyed using Vretta’s online
learning environment.

The online lessons are
especially beneficial for
students with English as
a second language, which
constitutes almost 57% of
our student population.

F

or many years, we were very comfortable
using McGraw’s Business Mathematics
textbook, written by Jerome, and Lyryx
Labs. In 2011, when we were introduced
to Vretta’s Mathematics of Business and Finance
textbook and online resources, I was a little skeptical
of this new blended method of teaching business
and finance math. However, after a thorough review
conducted by our textbook review committee, we
saw value in the textbook and online resources and
decided to adopt them to teach all our full-time
math for business and math for finance courses.
These resources have since proven to be a highly
effective way to teach our students.

The combination of online lessons/labs with the
classroom experience is a huge advantage, because it caters to the diverse student audience with
varied learning styles that we have in these courses. The online lessons are especially beneficial for

students with English as a second language, which
constitutes almost 57% of our student population.
Our students have been giving us very positive
feedback on their learning experience. They comment that with these resources, they can learn at
their own pace, especially before quizzes and exams. The engaging overview that each online lesson
provides, improves the student's attention level in
class and reduces their fear of mathematics. As the
subject leader, I have found that Vretta's support
staff has been extremely prompt and helpful. They
work closely with me and my faculty to ensure that
we are all effectively using the resources to obtain
the most from them. They are also very responsive
to instructor and student feedback, to perfect this
learning experience for our students and teaching
experience for my faculty.

Betty Pratt
School of International Business

I love the focus that Vretta has when it
comes to what they’re doing and where
they’re going. Their strong focus on

Lisa Koster

mathematics has resulted in their
steady growth!

School of Business & Hospitality

I

have been using Vretta’s resources and learning
environment since 2012. Their resources have
always been appreciated and loved by my students.
They have not only helped to increase the in-class
interaction between my students but have also increased their
attention span. The use of Vretta’s interactive resources in
our HP tablet environment has created an engaging learning
experience for our students and has enabled us to experience
a reduction in dropout rates from the average 30% to about
10%-15%.
The hybrid model of using Vretta’s resources, where students
complete their interactive online lessons prior to the class, has
proven to help prepare them and has given us more time
to discuss and work through problems in class. It has
provided a collaborative studying environment for my
students. Surprisingly, they are not talking Facebook
any more, they are talking Math!
Vretta’s resources were easy to integrate into our system and
have been functioning seamlessly with the use of our HP tablets.
The on-boarding of new instructors has also been very easy as
the support team at Vretta is very helpful and prompt! They set
up everything for professors and also train new professors to be
ready for class.
I love the focus that Vretta has when it comes to what
they’re doing and where they’re going. Their strong focus on
mathematics has resulted in their steady growth and I wish them
the very best for a great future in helping students succeed all
over the world!

Shawn Hnidy
Business Administration

I use Vretta's PowerPoint
presentations in class.
They are much more
useful than any other math
PPT that I've used before.

V

retta’s Mathematics of Business
and Finance textbook and online
resources are very well suited for
students at the college level. Our
students who use the resources, greatly benefit
from them. The resources are very user friendly and
students can do them on their own time. I noticed
that those students who use Vretta’s resources,
perform much better than the others on their tests
and exams.

I use the PowerPoint presentations in my class.
They are much more useful than any other math
PowerPoints that I've used before. They clearly
break down examples and provide detailed
solutions in a step-by-step manner, which is useful
to guide the class through their practice.
We have seen that Vretta’s learning resource is
very helpful for our students. It is easy to use and
is also an excellent resource for our instructors.

Vretta’s resources are excellent!
The dynamics and tone of the
lessons and labs attract my
students and keep them engaged.

M

ath is intimidating to most students
because they have a hard time recognizing and retaining fundamental
math concepts. Instead of reasoning
out ways to solve the problem, students rely on memorizing how to solve the problems.
Vretta’s resources are excellent! The dynamics and
tone of the lessons and labs attract my students and
keep them engaged. Like reading, math involves
many cognitive processes and systems. Vretta has

Kit Silcox

Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

28

identified this throughout their resources. The textbook is well written and there are many algorithmically generated questions of varying degrees of difficulty
for students to practice. They teach from a conceptual perspective and help students build on concepts
that relate to their learning. They’re continually challenged and supported every step of the way.
I would also like to mention that Vretta’s support staff is
the best I’ve seen. Their Help Desk is quick and accurate,
with a helpful tone. Overall, it’s an excellent resource!

Craig Cooke

You Vrettafy mathematics by providing
professional looking student-access to
tutorials that help students interact and
test their knowledge of key mathematical
concepts so that they can learn them as
quickly as possible in a fun way.

M

ath is a particularly difficult subject to
teach because students have a hard time grasping
the key concepts covered in their
textbook.
Due to fundamental gaps in
the understanding of these key
concepts, students struggle with
mathematics and thus try to
memorize how to solve questions
instead of using fundamental
understanding to reason out ways
to solve problems.
Vretta’s
interactive
tutorials
concentrate on the fundamental
concepts that students need to

know and are an important part of
building the students' understanding
of the course outcomes. Their
tutorials engage students by
having them actually interact with
the concepts as soon as they
are introduced in order to ensure
students'
understanding.
This
allows them to quickly, and more
thoroughly, understand the key
concepts which then leads to more
satisfied and successful students.
We have been using Vretta’s
content in our business courses
since September 2012. We have
been very impressed with their
strong technical expertise and
willingness to help us customize

how the student interacts with
both the college’s and Vretta’s
content within our Learning
Management System. This has
helped us tremendously as our
college moves to a blended
learning environment.
There is a new verb at our
College. It is "Vrettafy".
You Vrettafy mathematics by
providing professional looking
student access to tutorials
that help students interact and
test their knowledge of key
mathematical concepts so that
they can learn them as quickly as
possible and in a fun way.

Vretta stands out from its
peers by its unique vision of
interactive learning with a
good blend of audio and video.

I

have been teaching the Business Math
course since January 2008. The size of my
class ranges from 25 to over 40 students per
term. We have used various online learning
and assessment systems, such as Lyryx, MathXL and
Vretta’s Intromath.ca.

Vretta has also impressed me with their quick
response to students, instructors and college
administrators’ requests. I always receive immediate
and efficient help. Their technical support team often
goes out of their way to help instructors and students
to run the course smoothly.

Vretta stands out from its peers by its unique vision of
interactive learning with an excellent blend of audio and
video. The online lessons help students to evaluate their
progress and build their confidence during self-learning.
It acts as an individual instructor for each student with
24/7 availability. These online lessons also help me
to monitor my students’ progress in the course. This
feature is a great compliment to online course flexibility.

Their recent initiative to let students register for their
course online without a textbook, makes it possible for
my students and myself to start the course on time. As
a result, my students do not miss the beginning of the
term due to delays in textbook ordering.
Thank you for the great job.

Wenqin Zhou

Vretta’s resources have
been very helpful in
achieving student success.

V

retta’s textbook/eTextbook and online
resources have been very helpful in
achieving student success. There are
many useful examples in the textbook,
and the online lessons are a great addition to
in-class materials/lessons. The labs provide an
additional assessment tool and study aid for the
students.
I have used Vretta’s PowerPoint
decks in almost every class. They are
a great way to present the material. The
solution manuals were also very useful
and provide detailed solutions for my
students.
Vretta’s support team has always responded
promptly to any issues and has always solved
whatever challenges we have faced.
Overall, I believe the online lessons/labs are a
great resource for students because they provide
additional interactive examples and the labs provide
additional practice opportunities for students.

Candace Young

Vretta is the first publisher I’ve
worked with that is willing to break
barriers. If I had to describe Vretta,
the first words that come to mind are
‘innovative’ and ‘supportive’.
Irene Lee

V

retta is the first publisher I’ve
worked with that is willing to break
barriers. If I had to describe Vretta,
the first words that come to mind
are ‘innovative’ and ‘supportive’.

The interactivity of the Vretta resources is what
makes them different from other publishers.
Other resources that I have used are very text
based. However, all of Vretta's resources are
very interactive, which really helps my students.
Students who have missed the first few weeks
are able to catch up very easily guided by these
resources. My students also find these resources
to be very easy to use.
The administrative features like the ability to
modify time to access the resource for individual
students or the entire class, refining the ratings,
setting up tests, adjusting questions for tests and
making changes to lesson sets, are all excellent
features. I also use the online solution manuals
and the eTextbook a lot. All of these features and
resources really assist me in the classroom.

The other thing that I really like about Vretta
is the support. The response rate is very fast.
It doesn’t matter what time it is, I always get a
response and they fix the issue. If I direct my
students to the support team, any issue gets
resolved quickly and I get an update right away.
I conducted a survey in my class to see what my
students had to say about the resources. Here are
a few comments that I received directly from my
students:
• “It’s a good resource that lets me practice
concepts by using various examples.”
• “Vretta’s resources are really helpful to me.”
• “I like Vretta’s resources very much. It helps
me understand and focus on Math.”
• “Very useful for reviewing what I learned in
class.”
• “Yes, I like Vretta’s resources as it is very
beneficial.”
• “I find Vretta’s resources very useful. It gives
me a chance to practice questions. I get to see
where I make errors and where I can improve.”
• “It is great.”

We have successfully created
a MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) for Mathematics of
Business and Finance using
Vretta’s hybrid resources.
Brian Murray

A

t Holland College, we have created a
MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
for Mathematics of Business and Finance
using Vretta’s hybrid resources. The
MOOC was launched in the winter of 2014 via a custom
design login portal created by Vretta that has the same
theme as our college website (http://www.intromath.ca/
hollandcollege/). The course utilized Vretta’s interactive
online lessons, labs, eTextbook, solution manuals, and
PowerPoint presentations. The college is happy with the
pilot, since we had students enroll for the course from
the general community, not only at PEI but also outside
of the province.
In addition to the MOOC, we also ran three sections
using Vretta’s business and finance math hybrid
resources with very successful results. Vretta’s system
provides great flexibility, especially because of the
interactive online lessons and labs that have provided
us with the ability to host the entire course online. In

addition to Vretta’s resources, I’ve also recorded my
lectures which will be provided in conjunction with
Vretta’s resources for students to be able to work
on their own. Next year, we are planning to move
completely online with these hybrid resources for all of
our sections, so students can view my lectures, work
through the lessons and labs and refer to the eTextbook
and solution manuals completely on their own.
In class, I used all of the PowerPoint presentations that
were provided by Vretta. These PPTs are clicker enabled,
so I can open them within the Turning Technology
software to be able to enable the clicker functionality in
class. The solution manuals that accompany the book
are handy. I also used the instructor test bank to provide
students with supplemental questions that I included for
them to practice during the course.
Vretta’s Help Desk responds quickly. They have a
good team out there!

When you have a struggling 50-year old
student exclaim with excitement “I am on a
roll!” using Vretta’s resources, you know that
you have provided him with something that is
working!

Hugh Lightbody
School of Accounting and Financial Services

B

eyond its ability to cater to all types of
students, what impressed me the most
about the online lessons and labs is that they
are tightly integrated with the textbook. This
was missing with Lyryx and, of course, Lyryx has only
questions (labs). The online lessons guide students
through the material one topic at a time, making sure
that they have a good foundation before moving on to

the next part. We let them go over the questions as
many times as they need to, until they get the mark
that they’re aiming for. The lessons and labs have
really helped my students a lot, and frankly, they like
learning this way. The textbook presents concepts and
problem solutions very clearly and it makes students
less terrified of using the textbook, an important part
of the package.

I use the online test-bank to create different versions of quizzes
and exams for my students and the support from Vretta has
been great. Students have also told me that they have liked the
support. Everyone knows that students are pretty frank about
their opinions. When I asked them what they feel about the online
lessons they said “They’re great!”. This good response does
not surprise me, since I saw value in this hybrid resource when I
evaluated it during the textbook review process in February 2011.

The most noticeable advantage
of Vretta’s resource is that it
gradually goes from simple to
complex levels, thereby giving
a smooth enhancement to the
ken of the students.

Gurpreet Bhatia

W

hen individuals change their
mindset from fixed to growth,
their learning potential increases
drastically. Vretta’s resources
encourage them to develop a growth mindset for
mathematics with the help of high quality online
labs and interactive tutorials for students.

The detailed oriented philosophy combined with
practical examples, followed in the textbook, helps
the students understand the concepts very easily. My
students and I love the online resources, especially the
lessons and labs, since they are unambiguous, easy
to navigate and provide information on their progress.
Vretta’s Help Desk is very prompt in responding to
queries and has an excellent pool of talent.

When I think of Vretta, a young
innovative company comes to my
mind. They are the movers and
shakers of mathematics!

Dr. Terry James
School of Business Management

I

was introduced to Vretta in February 2011,
since I was part of the review selection
committee at Seneca College to decide on
the selection of resources for the business
and finance math courses. Large publishing
companies - McGraw Hill and Pearson, exhibited
their products along with Vretta and we had to
decide on the one that was the most suitable for
our students.
I have worked extensively with large publishing houses
and through this experience, I know that these billion
dollar companies struggle to be customer centric. It
is because of their lengthy approval processes for
requests from professors, including errors that are
identified in their products. However, the team at
Vretta was hungry. They wanted to collaborate with
us to any extent to make their product a perfect fit for
our students.

My focus has always been on what is best for
students and clearly Vretta has the best products
for our students. Vretta secured the majority of
votes from the committee and their products
were chosen for our students. Vretta’s
resources focus on building confidence
in mathematics. This is something that I
strongly believe in as I have developed the
resource, called growingknowing.com, which
builds confidence in statistics for students.
These resources are self-paced, provide students
with infinite practice questions, an eTextbook and
video lectures for students to have fun, while learning
learning statistics.
Resources like these are proving to improve
results, lower costs and attract more students!

I

’ve been using Vretta’s resources to teach
the MA101 business math course since
they were first introduced at Mohawk
College in the fall of 2012. Prior to that, I
taught using the Jerome textbook for a semester.
Vretta’s team, working with us, has developed a
customized interactive learning plan for students
to access all of their course resources in one place.
Students previously had to login to eLearn to access
their course resources and Maple TA separately
to access their labs. From the new learning plan,
students can access the MapleTA labs, Vretta’s
eTextbook, tutorials, and PowerPoint presentations.

It has become a seamless one point access for all
of these resources. It has also been easy for me to
demonstrate these resources to students during the
first week of class.
I use online resources not only for my math
courses, but also for my accounting courses.
Vretta’s resources are one of the easiest systems
to demonstrate to students, since it is easy and
seamless to navigate.
I like Vretta’s resources because they are straightforward, and explain concepts in a practical and
down-to-earth fashion. The language used is also

very relatable, in addition to the voice scripts for
those who need that assistance.
We have used elements from Vretta’s PowerPoint
presentations to create our own custom ones that I
use in class. I make alterations to them, when necessary, based on what I teach my students. I like
their animations which help me with my classes.
Vretta’s support is super-fast! Last semester, I had
a small technical issue since a link was not working. I emailed their team after class. By the time I
reached home, Vretta’s support team sent me an
email mentioning that it was fixed. It was instantaneous, which is something that I appreciate.

Regarding the textbook, I have come across
many textbooks that complicate the language of
the text for students. However, the language used
in Vretta’s textbook is very straightforward and I
have not had any complaints from my students. We
have recommended that Vretta include additional
sections like Index Numbers, Contribution
Margin Ratio, and Effective Markdown into the
second edition of their textbook, as we teach
these concepts.

Mary Iannazzo

I like Vretta’s resources
because they are
straightforward, and
explain concepts
in a practical and
down-to-earth fashion.

I have a student who has been failing in
math since high school. After using
Vretta’s resources, she has done well
and has passed the course. It’s just great!

I

have been using Vretta’s Fundamentals of Mathematics resource since Fall 2016. It aligns perfectly with our
Business Math Applications course in the School of
Legal and Public Administration at Seneca College.
The textbook is clear and brings out the concepts very well
using a lot of visuals. This is very helpful to my students. The
questions in the book are great and I use all of them often.
The examples and exercises are interesting and effective in
making my students think! They also have detailed step-bystep solutions making it really easy to follow and understand.
I really like the way the entire resource is setup - the
interactive lessons with the labs, the PPTs, the textbook
with many exercises and solved examples. The alignment
between all these resources works so well for my students
and the overall course. Everything is such a great package
together. I have one student who has always failed math.
This term she secured 65%, so from an “F” grade to a “C+”
is really great!
I like the PowerPoint presentations that accompany the
resource. I customize them to teach my students. The
questions and animated solutions support my teaching
in class. The administrative features of the system provide
ample flexibility to customize the resources easily. I use the
‘gradual feedback’ feature for the labs. It lets my students
see their score on the first attempt, their answers on the
second attempt, and the detailed solution on further
attempts. It has been a very effective learning tool. My
students really like the voice-enabled, interactive lessons
and are very comfortable using the system.
Vretta’s Help Desk is very professional and I am happy
with their service. They have always been great, responsive
and respectful. They get things done so quickly.

Lorraine Molloy

Deb Orenchuk

ONE OF MY STUDENTS STATED THAT

Lawrence Kinlin
School of Business

SHE WOULD NOT HAVE PASSED
BUSINESS MATH WITHOUT
VRETTA’S ONLINE LESSONS
AND LABS!

V

retta's online labs are an excellent
form of practice for my students.
They work through the questions
not only because marks are
attached to the labs labs, but they
also help with assessing their understanding of the
concepts that are being taught in class.

The PowerPoint presentations are an excellent
resource and help in the planning of our own
PowerPoint lessons. The textbook/eTextbook is
reader friendly, has many examples, and is easy
to follow.
Vretta’s support is extremely fast! Any issues are
taken care of ASAP. All of the support is directly

handled by Vretta’s support team, instead of having
to go through the instructor.
One of my students in the in the 2nd semester Finance
Math course stated that she would not have passed
the 1st semester Business Math course without the
online lessons and labs. She mentioned that she likes
the reinforcement that the lessons and labs provide.

Since the introduction of Vretta’s
resources, my students have more
confidence when entering the
classroom and the marks I see
on quizzes and exams have
improved significantly.

Maria Sairoglou

V

retta's learning resources have brought
new meaning tto my students' learning
experience. The textbook flows from
chapter to chapter seamlessly by providing a thorough understanding of the course material through numerous clear examples. In addition to the
textbook, the online lessons and labs allow students to
master what has been taught in the classroom setting.
The interactive lessons stimulate the students’ minds
and encourage them to practice and comprehend the
content and equations. The online learning environment works ‘with’ students individual needs and is not
a ‘one box fits all’ model that can often frustrate those
that require more time and a slower pace.
Today’s students need a varied approach to learning.
The Vretta text and online combination provide that
perfectly. The lessons and labs can also be catered for
specific content in order to meet the needs of every student as each semester changes. Vretta works closely
with the professors and provides continuous support in

a timely manner. With today’s technology, our students
have come to expect feedback and answers quickly
and the Vretta system exceeds that expectation.
Since the introduction of the text and online material,
my students have more confidence when entering the
classroom and the marks I see on quizzes and exams
have improved significantly.
Many of them have expressed to me that they feel like
they have their own personal tutor in their home, assisting them as they practice what they learned and complete the lessons and labs. It is also extremely helpful
that I can monitor my class’s progress and view individual students, as necessary, to ensure they are successful in their attempts.
The Vretta textbook and online system has proven to
me that there is always room for improvement and with
their assistance, I have achieved that for and with my
students!

The quality of
Vretta’s products is
unmatched in the
market today.

S

tudents of any learning style are benefitting
from the dynamic integration of Vretta’s
textbook, online lessons and homework
labs. The online INTERACTIVE lessons are
the most impressive combination of quality production
and robust learning resource that I have seen.

informative feedback, you have THE leading learning
resource available.

When you combine the interactive lessons with a
well-written visually appealing textbook and series of
algorithmically based homework labs, which provide

The quality of Vretta’s products is unmatched in the
market today!

The use of Vretta’s resources has been a tremendous
complement to both my in-class and online courses,
and has led to an improved learning experience for the
students and myself.

Jeff Fennell

Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

Vretta’s support is exceptional.
They are always responsive and
available to make sure that everything
is running well for our students.

Elizabeth Pietrantonio

I

was introduced to the
team at Vretta and their
business and finance math
resources in 2012. I reviewed
their textbook and online resources
with my colleagues, and decided
to adopt them for the MA101 and
MA10037 math courses at our
college. We have approximately
1,000 students who use these
resources throughout the year, so
it is very important to have high
quality resources and support
from the company.
My students and I like Vretta’s
textbook because it is affordable,
lightweight (which makes it easy
to carry around), and detailed. I
especially like the merchandising
charts that are in the textbook.
I use charts extensively to help

provide students with the big
picture understanding of how
various variables are interlinked.
It makes the explanation a lot less
complex. I’ve extended the use of
charts to ratios and proportions
and break-even analysis. My
students love this approach. I also
like the use of timelines in solving
problems. It brings a clear visual
understanding of the problem and
I strongly encourage my students
to follow this method of solving
problems. Math is very frightening
for many students, so creative
problem solving approaches like
these have helped reduce the
intimidation for students.
Vretta’s support is exceptional.
They are always responsive

and available to make sure that
everything is running well for
our students. They have even
integrated their eTextbooks and
online lessons into our course
management system (eLearn)
and have successfully created
a smooth handshake with our
assessment platform (Maple TA).
They worked with us to design and
develop an interactive Learning
Plan for students to be able select
resources and track their progress
through the semester.
It has been a wonderful
experience working with the
team at Vretta. We look forward
to this continued partnership in
order to help students succeed in
mathematics.

Mary McCurdy
Olds College

I

n all my years of teaching, I have seen that in
class there is always a mix of mathematically
strong students and those that are really weak
in the subject. Vretta’s resources work great when it
comes to catering to such a diverse group of math
skill levels.
The clarity of the concepts and illustrations in the
Mathematics of Business and Finance textbook help
to meet the needs of a diverse group of students with
different math skill levels. The way the formulas have
been laid out really works well for my students. The
problems are presented from easy to difficult, which
works well with weaker students and also provides

practice for stronger students. This helps in engaging
all of my students who have different skill levels.
Most of the students have little or no real-life
experience and find it tough to relate to these
concepts. I like the fact that the exercises are tied
to practical applications. This helps our students
visualize the abstract concepts and understand the
value that math will bring to their lives.
I have many students who are visual learners. The
online lessons and labs really help them to understand
the concept and its applications.

The clarity of the concepts and
illustrations in the Mathematics of
Business and Finance resource help
cater to the diverse group of students
with different math skill levels.

STUDENTS FIND VRETTA’S
RESOURCES VERY USER-FRIENDLY,
TO THE POINT, AND WELL CREATED.
THE EXAMPLES ARE PRACTICAL
AND ARE SOLVED IN A
CLEAR WAY.

M

ost professors teaching
business and finance
math
for
diploma
students will agree with
me when I say that most of our students
find basic mathematical concepts difficult to
understand. I have taught at Seneca College
using the Jerome textbook (with Lyryx) for
at least 10 years, and at George Brown
College using the Hummelbrunner textbook
for around 5 years. Both of these textbooks
have done little to address this problem. In
fact, with so many visa students who speak
English as a second language, these books
are very difficult for our students to read.
This has resulted in students hardly using
their textbooks.
Students who fear math are even more
intimidated when they see these textbooks.
In 2011, I was introduced to Vretta’s
Mathematics of Business and Finance
textbook. My students have really liked this

book. They find the resources very userfriendly, to the point, and well created. The
examples are practical and are solved in a
clear way. The level of difficulty has been very
appropriate for my students. The calculator
methods are also illustrated in great detail
and with clarity.
My students love the online lessons.
They find them to be an enjoyable prelearning tool and use them to prepare
for the labs, tests, and exams, and to
review the course material. Attendance
has not been affected and at the same
time students’ marks have gone up! The
prepared PowerPoint lectures, that the
resource includes, are a fantastic in-class
teaching tool. They present the concepts
well, and the animations add to the
understanding and engage the students!
Bottom-line: my students have been
doing really well since the introduction of
this resource.

Eva Dabrowski
School of Accounting and Financial Services

VRETTA’S
RESOURCES MAKE
MATH RELATABLE TO
REAL LIFE.

Sheila LeClair
Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

V

retta’s online lessons for business
and
finance
mathematics
provide students with a good
overview of the content.

The labs are an excellent resource
which a number of my students do
over and over again to improve
their marks.

This is a huge positive. I have used the
PowerPoint presentations as a basis of my
lessons. The textbook is very good and
Vretta’s support is EXCELLENT!!!
Vretta’s hybrid resources make math
relatable to real life.

IT IS INDEED THE NEXT GENERATION
OF LEARNING MATERIALS AND
MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE HAS
SURELY BEEN TRANSFORMED INTO
AN EXCITING SUBJECT!

F

rom the critical pedagogical point of view in the
educational industry, generally, if you listen to
the same lecture voice continuously for around
20 minutes, the probability of you tuning out is
the reality of learning. This is especially if you have a class at
8:00 AM or after 5:00 PM. Team-teaching can be used as a
solution to overcome this situation by creating modulations
in the method of delivery. To achieve this next-generation
learning experience in our classrooms, we toggle between
our lectures, Vretta’s interactive online lessons, and the
Texas Instrument’s BAII Plus emulator. This teaching
method is proving to deliver exciting results for our students,
when it is coupled with reinforcing applications developed
from a business perspective.

cation. In many cases, it is their ability to comprehend
and find the solution quickly that determines whether
they get the position or relinquish it to another student
from another college with superior skills. In one case,
our student answered the question so quickly, that the
prospective co-op placement felt compelled to accept
this student, because of the passion to succeed in the
reality of a 21st century business environment.

The Mathematics of Business and Finance textbook
and accompanying resources help us to achieve this
“wow-moment” for our students. It is well-known that
the way students learn is rapidly transforming and we,
in the education industry, have to position ourselves on
this trend line or cease to be an effective instrument for
educational delivery. Students now spend most of their
For about 20 years, I have taught the Mathematics
time online where they constantly communicate, research,
of Finance to students in the School of Accounting
and learn. Students are no longer one dimensional
and Financial Services. Since our students major in
learners. They are now fully functional visual, auditory,
Accounting and Finance, they realize that this subject
kinesthetic learners or next generation learners. These
is crucial for them to succeed in their chosen career
th
hybrid resources effectively cater to these different styles
path. In 5 semester, our students have the option a
taking of co-op semester with a professional practiof learning – even the emergent styles of the 21st century.
The interactive online lessons work
tioner or business operating in their
well for the visual learners, the voice for
field of study. To succeed at getting
every scene works well for the auditory
a co-op placement, they have to go
learners, and the online labs work well
through a personal interview process
for the kinesthetic
as well as a challenge
learners. We are on the
question reflective of
crest of following them
the business appliSchool of Accounting and Financial Services

Frank Skill

into the next learning style that has yet to be researched
and clearly enunciated.
The online lessons help by being a good reinforcement
resource for our students. The Miami-Dade Study
clearly indicates that attendance is the number one
factor in student success, but attendance is the
number one problem in a 24/7 economy with tuition
fee increases and debt loads being the number one
concern in supporting the knowledge economy. If a
student misses a class, they are no longer victim to
the reality of this 21st century economy of the full-time
student with a full-time job trying to pay for the full-time
debt load. Our students can now review the classroom
material at their own pace. We recognize that the pace
of learning varies in this century from the “drip” method
to the “quick-hit” method. The lessons also standardize
the way all our students learn at our college so that
no matter which section or which professor’s class
the student is registered in, there is consistency in the
delivery of the educational outcomes of the course.

One final thing that we would like to mention, is that
printed instruction manuals are decreasingly used
by modern learners today. The online chat feature
available to students on Vretta’s intromath.ca website
is there 24/7 to provide real time instruction that
provides our students with an excellent interactive
training experience every time and anytime they need
it. Yes, even at midnight when students discover
the ”midnight oil” that keeps them learning 24/7.
In a nutshell, we would like to say that most of our
students have provided us with very new and quite
revolutionary feedback on this learning experience.
The next generation of learning materials and
mathematics of finance has definitely been transformed
into an exciting subject for them, which results in
business success far into the future.

Jennifer Gautrey

VRETTA’S PLATFORM IS CLEARLY
OF A HIGHER QUALITY. IT IS
INTUITIVELY ORGANIZED AND
COMFORTABLE TO USE - FOR MY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY.

V

retta’s resources are presented in a logical, intuitively organised,
user-friendly and visually appealing manner for me and my
students. They provide my students with a complete learning
package for each lesson with the combination of multimedia resources,
links to textbook references, and practice questions and solutions.
In the past, we used another platform that caused a lot of frustration.
My students could not understand the questions and were not sure how
to efficiently use the platform. As faculty, we spent a lot of time teaching
students how to use the platform and laying the groundwork during the first
few classes of every semester - time that could have been better spent!
Vretta’s platform, on the other hand, is clearly of a higher quality, intuitively
organised and is comfortable to use - for both students and faculty. The
resources have everything I need to make things easy for me and my students.
It is great that we can customize the resources largely to what we want. I also like
the layout of the content of the textbook along with the multimedia resources.
These work very well for my students and help reinforce their learning of the
concepts we cover in class.
Using Vretta’s resources, my students actually know what is happening
and what resources are available for them. They have very few questions
about “How do I do this?” or “Where do I find this?”. I can also monitor their
progress and performance on a regular basis, which is great!
Vretta’s Help Desk is always available - it doesn’t matter the time of the day
or night or the type of question. They are always prompt and very respectful
to me and my students.

This learning method provides the real
benefit of hearing, seeing, and doing,
as opposed to the traditional book and
working through it.
And my students agree!

I

have
been
teaching
Mathematics for Finance
(QNM106)
for
many
years. I started using
Vretta’s Mathematics of Business
and Finance blended resources
(textbook, online lessons and labs)
in September 2011 and I noticed
that many of my students were
better prepared for class and
performed better on their tests
and exams.
In my opinion, the online lessons
are very helpful, especially for ESL
students. As you know, Seneca
has many ESL students who
struggle as a result of their limited
English. This tool is a great benefit
to these learners. They can hear
the vocabulary pronounced, see
keywords written out, and do the

lesson interactively. This allows
them to tie everything together.
This
multi-channel
learning
can be done at the students'
own pace, at the time of their
choosing and repeated as often
as required. There are the same
benefits for non-ESL students
and it is a good reinforcement tool
for my regular students. Students
that need a supplement to the
classroom experience will find the
online lessons helpful. Those who
are forced to miss a class will find
this an effective tool in catching
up and keeping up. What about
results? I have noticed in my
classroom that more students are
keeping up with what is covered
in class. This has translated into
higher student satisfaction and
better scores.

What about the students? I ask
my students what they think about
the lessons and labs. They tell me
that they are helpful and they like
them. I recently took the publisher
into one of my classes to get firsthand feedback from my students.
Even when they were prompted
to be honest, they mentioned that
the online lessons and labs were
very helpful. In another class,
one of my students offered the
following (unsolicited) comment,
“the labs are a great idea, and
very helpful for the students”.
This learning method provides
the real benefit of hearing, seeing,
and doing, as opposed to the
traditional method of just reading
a book and working through it.
And my students agree!

Edward Clark
School of International Studies

Vretta’s resources are
enriching our students’
business math learning
experience.
Rob Smith
Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

V

retta’s combination of textbook and online
learning resources make a significant
contribution to student success. I have
no hesitation about referring students
to explanations in the textbook, since it is written in
concise, yet manageable language. Each chapter
concludes with a case study which ties together the
concepts that were taught and provides real world
examples. The students feel a sense of accomplishment
when the big picture comes into focus.
Interactive lessons, coupled with challenging online
labs, reinforce our in-class lectures. Students have
specifically mentioned that they appreciate not only

the instant feedback on performance, but also the
ability to view full solutions to problems they struggled
with. I personally enjoy the relative hands-off nature of
the online platform.
Vretta offers a great form of instant online support
that is beneficial to both the student and professor.
Minor login or settings issues can be solved without
the lag that repeated email conversation involves,
which I have experienced with other online platform
providers. The very convenient “contact us” function
allows for an instant messaging conversation with tech
support, solving problems very quickly.

Students find every part of the
system intuitive and easy to use,
and students often come and
tell me that the lessons are
helpful when they study.

I

have been teaching Mathematics of Finance
at Seneca College for over five years. Prior
to that I also taught finance math at George
Brown College. I find that Vretta’s textbook
is easy to read and understand. The questions and
solutions are clear and concise. The language used
is more straightforward than Jerome’s. This is an
important consideration because of the number of
international students we have in class, who have found
it difficult to read the textbook in the past.
The online lessons helped everyone in class, especially the
borderline students. In the past, I have used both Wiley
Plus and Aplia for their online labs in my statistics classes.
I would always hear hear my students say that they cause
many problems such as being stuck on a question or not
knowing what to do. I would often get dragged into the
difficulties that the students were having.

The experience with Vretta’s resources has been very
good. Students find every part of the system intuitive
and easy to use, and students often tell me that the
lessons are very helpful when they study. It only takes
my students about half an hour to an hour to complete
their homework every week, and from what I have seen,
that is time well-spent. The material is in line with our
course learning outcomes. Most importantly, students
are performing better on their exams. I can clearly
see that they are getting a better grasp of the finance
math concepts and I trust that they are much better
equipped. Overall, working on this system has always
been very easy and quick.
It is a great experience!

Nabil Ayoub
School of Accounting and Financial Services

The online resources are
extremely easy to customize to
ensure that they are tightly aligned
with my course outline and I have
the flexibility to revise them any
time during the semester.

I

have been using Vretta’s Mathematics
for Business and Finance (textbook and
online resources) since the first edition. The
supplement to the textbook, the lessons
and the lab units, are extremely well organised, very
presentable graphically and interactively and very
thorough. It’s a resource for the new generation
students and caters to what they like.
As an instructor, I can say that the online resources
are extremely easy to customize to ensure that they
are tightly aligned with my course outline and I have
the flexibility to revise them any time during the
semester. These resources are essential since they
give me an idea on how my students are performing.
The reason why I say this is because I do not have
any real idea if the students are using their textbooks.
However, using the administrative dashboards, I can
easily monitor their progress which gives me a clear
indication if my students are studying and helps me
track their performance.
From a students’ point of view, I would say that
these online lessons and lab units are essential for
two reasons: (1) they are highly interactive and my

students have told me multiple times that they like
the learning experience that they get from these
lessons, and (2) the administrative features allow me
to assign marks to these online lessons and lab units
that encourage and entice my students to complete
them, which greatly contributes to their learning.
The PowerPoint presentations are fantastic and
have proven to be very helpful when I teach. They
are very nicely presented and the concepts are
explained very well, especially the graphics tables
and charts.
The support that I have received from Vretta
through the HelpDesk is excellent. Help is never
an issue and there are no delays or unresolved
concerns. They are very responsive. They have
always been quick, in my opinion instantaneous, in
replying to me and resolving any concern or issue.
Vretta is an enthusiastic company. It’s a great
experience collaborating with them. I wish them the
very best in achieving their vision of making math
enjoyable for students around the world.

Paul Hansuld
Lambton College

VRETTA’S LEARNING ENVIRONMENT HAS A
VERY USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE, IS EASY
TO NAVIGATE, AND MAKES IT EASY TO
FIGURE THINGS OUT ON YOUR OWN.

V

Hagop “Jack” Kilislian

retta’s learning environment has a
very user friendly interface, is easy
to navigate and makes it easy to
figure things out on your own. The
support staff are very, very helpful, and readily
available to provide assistance expeditiously.
As a teacher, I really like the lesson/lab concept. The
lessons give students a second, third and even a fourth
opportunity to review the subject matter on their own,
in an interactive lecture format. The labs are useful in

preparing students for tests, much like in-class quizzes.
The advantage for teachers is they do not to have to
mark and give feedback to every student which allows
time for other things, such as providing one-on-one
assistance for students who need it.
Vretta also offers several resources to teachers such
as the opportunity to review labs and provide feedback
when necessary, easy access to marks, and a test
question database to help generate quizzes and tests.
My experiences with Vretta have been very positive.

The combination of Vretta’s textbook and
online resources provide an excellent
coverage in business and finance
mathematics for students.

O

ur college has been using Vretta’s Mathematics of
Business and Finance resource since the fall of 2012.

I use the online resource a lot. I really like it since
I can customize it for my course. The homework
setup is great and very user friendly. My students definitely like
it a lot. Being able to attempt the labs multiple times is a very
good feature. It ensures that my students have ample practice
to help them do well in their course.
Vretta’s HelpDesk is extremely responsive. They make
modifications promptly and always get back to me with updates.
The combination of Vretta’s textbook and
online resources provide an excellent
coverage in business and
finance mathematics for
students.

Alex Tett
Northern Lakes College

VRETTA,
IN ONE WORD,
IS INNOVATIVE!

Lori Bombier

Grande Prairie Regional College

M

y experience with Vretta’s resources
has been very good. I love the
textbook, especially the questions in
the exercise sections. I also use the
majority of the administrative features to customize
and run my course. Vretta’s IntroMath system is flexible
and user friendly. My students have also expressed to
me that they are comfortable with the system. I have
been using online systems for a long time and I share
my views with Vretta quite frequently. I am impressed
by their promptness in receiving my feedback and
implementing the requests that I make to improve the
experience for both teachers and students.

What Vretta has done with the interactive, voiceenabled lessons is fantastic. I haven’t seen anything
like this before for business and finance mathematics.
My students enjoy using this resource and it helps
them understand concepts easily.
Vretta’s HelpDesk team is amazing. They are available
at all times, including weekends.
Vretta in one word is innovative!

Steve Gao

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

Vretta's platform is
straightforward, intuitive, and
not overwhelming for students.

S

ince 2007, I have been teaching and
supporting students in Math and Sciences
at the Learning Center at SAIT. Through
this experience, I get the opportunity to interact
first hand with students, one-on-one, and receive
direct feedback from them.
My students have mentioned that they like Vretta’s
resources. The resources are intuitive and interactive,
which helps them have a good learning experience.

I have noticed that speed is very important for
my students, since they have many subjects to
learn through the semester. In addition to its userfriendliness, Vretta’s platform is very quick to react to
students’ actions on it. It motivates them to want to do
more. The platform is also straightforward, intuitive,
and not overwhelming for students. All of these are
important features that make the experience good for
students.

I

am the Coordinator at the
Math Centre and I teach
statistics at Humber College.
I was first introduced to Vretta’s
platform a few years ago, during
the College Student Achievement
Project, and I instantly liked the
system.
It was the only system that I
have seen that can ‘do complex
mathematics’, for example, addition
and subtraction of fractions, which is
not something many other platforms/
systems can do as effectively.
The Vretta system processes the
answer of the students and gives an
intelligent reply to the student - not
just ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. Vretta uses
artificial intelligence with computer
algorithms working in the back
end, as compared to a numerical
comparison of right and wrong. It is
always speaking to the students and
conveys the message or feedback
in a functional manner.

Vretta’s platform enables a ‘learn as you do’
teaching method where the embedded
questions ensure understanding.
Cameron Redsell-Montgomerie
Humber College

I see students using the Vretta
system every day and I wish every
student has a system like this to learn
from. I like the fact that the system
speaks to the students. I feel it caters
to how the students should learn the
concept rather than how the topic
should be taught. Most publishers
focus only on ‘how this is the way
it should be taught’ rather than
‘this is how you should learn’. The
instructional design aspect is brilliant.
You are always thinking from the
point of view that the student should
learn the concept rather than giving
them tricks to how to pass the test.
Vretta in the true sense is Education.

The way the online resources
and components are designed is
fantastic. Most online resources
that I have come across are digital
textbooks and PDFs and then a lot
of questions. The Vretta platform
has questions embedded in the
lessons so they are learning and
doing. It’s more like a ‘learn as
you do’ teaching method where
the embedded questions ensure
understanding. The interactivity
of the lessons is key. I don’t
really see the students engage
a lot when they are using other
platforms. The ‘Check my Answer’
feature is absolutely critical and a
fantastic feature to help students.
I always encourage students and
instructors to use it.
I love the fact that Vretta is always
‘keeping up’. Looking at other
publishers and platforms, I can
say that you stand out because
you are ‘new’ in the sense that
you are always up-to-date. From
what I gather, Vretta is always on
top of things and in line with the
latest technology. The simplicity
of the technology is just great.
Vretta’s system is very nimble,
you can make huge changes with
a lot of ease.
For most publishers, the bottom
line is quantity and not quality. For
Vretta, the bottom line is quality
which brings the quantity. The
team at Vretta is highly innovative
and creative which is very
powerful. It’s just awesome!

OUR VISION IS A WORLD
WHERE EVERYONE
ENJOYS MATH

If you would like to share
your experience using
Vretta's resources,
feel free to send
us your feedback to
experience@vretta.com.
We will include it in our next
Academic Insights publication.

